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relations. His deliberations are based on the People’s Republic of China as a case study situated on 

a large global forum. He draws our attention to the phenomenon in modern diplomacy, through the 

This indicates a change of the old paradigm of the ruling position in favour of primus inter pares.

hegemony, leadership, global power, security

to be very simple. Such a structure was more or less bipolar. The dynamic of 

changes that challenged the end of XXth century caused that the World became 

not only multipolar, but rivalry as a driving force within international relations. 

It is obvious, that States have their own interests and efforts to achieve them is 

the main source of contradictions. The States do not quit national interests even 

they propagate solemn obligations to participate within international collaboration 

with a dominant economic position as for instance the United States of America, 



  

does not want to loose its ancient position as a superpower, at least within political 

and military sphera. Such dynamic of changes is a feature of our contemporary 

times. A feature, that made the World less safe, more complicated, but at the same 

through global network but as well as growing up mobility of people and great  

migrations.

«hegemony» of 

a certain state, organisation or social group means their ascendancy over oth

«hegemony»

language, already at the beginning of XXth century [Herders

word «leadership»

study on leadership, hegemony and international economics rightly has observed, 

both methods dovetails same attechement to positivism, that shifts on functioning 

in a form of creating international economic structure. What about the theory of 

hegemony, it is focused on different, structurally linked preferences in foreign trade, 

protection ist elements of foreign economic policy of the biggest state of a system 

introduced idea of hegemony into modern diplomatic vocabulary. He stands on 

a position, that it happened  during secret visit of Henry Kissinger in Beijing in 

was already indicated, a word «hegemony»



the side of the Soviet Union in relations with China, it was formulated that part 

of talks in a manner of indicating will of China to be active for its independently 

survival do not regarding the possibility of mutual Chinese – U.S.A. collaboration to 

Beijing replaced the Ambassador nominated till that time by Taipei. The People’s 

Republic of China replaced Taiwan and appeared a real successor of a great his

tory, that has been not deprecated in spite of cultural revolution. 

and we scarely with 20 years, dated to New China creation. So we are younger 

than you. What about our ancient culture, it is true that every country posseses 

America, that was more ancient than China. It is a pitty, that their Scriptures are 

not preserved, but are lost. When we talk about Chinese history, particular note 

should be taken on script, carrying on the heritage of four thousands years based 

Then it was underlined continuity, that consacred his attention Hu Jintao in his 

national identity.This is in fact new accent within state policy dimension.

on a military or economic platform and later referring to politics. In the meantime 

it should be recognized as geopolitical issue, just because geometry of power is 

changing dramitically. Those changes cause necessity of foreign policy adaptation 

by main actors referring to current situation, and do not looping own visions of 

strategic goals achievements. What more, goals recognized by consecutive gover

international arena. Nowadays’ shift of generations in ruling party in China has 

nothing to deal with personal matter, but in fact it is a shift to achieve constantly 
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the position of a superpower. Positive feature of those changes is sustainability 

indicating state unity. This unity is a watchword of the present Chinese governing 

Chinese territory always has been indistributable, and no one going to its partition 

waiting for a favoring moment to realise it. An it happened, Utopia was realised. 

China in a peacefull process, because it will be no other way to continue high 

level of development and looking for a higher growth.

power’s position. Public opinion is highly interested who is assessed as a super

position of main military powers in the World.

No. Country

1.

2.

6.

8.

10.

18.

United States of America

Russia

China

India

United Kingdom

Japan

Turkey

Italy

Poland

0.1661

There is no doubt, that nuclear potential and possible threat of its use, are the 

most important factors providing the military power of a state. The Arms Con

trol Association monitors the problem and published the latest data as below in  

Table 2.



Table 2. Estimated global nuclear warhead inventories – 2016

No. Country Total Retired Stockpilled Deployed

1. 

2.

6.

8.

Russia

United States of America

China

United Kingdom

Pakistan

India

Israel

DPRK 

260

216

110

80

–

2800

–

–

–

–

–

–

8

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Democratic People’s Republic Korea has only 8 warheads, but in spite of all cir

cumstances it’s rather under control. Comparing other military potential China has 

the CPC Hu Jintao underlined application of IT as a goal of military modernization 

war doctrine emphasizing its defensive character, but develops various kinds of 

mand centres by a cyberattack. Such threats could also comprise satelite systems, 

or energy control systems.The World is in fact always on always in the global 

the reasons to block in China fully free access to the Internet, understanding aris

ing threats from this sector. It is linked as well with level of awareness of people 

and heavy daily problems of the Chinese society, as a special dimension of social 

not staying aside but play active role. The growth of security level and indication 

on potential threats for China, it favours birth of patriotic attitudes and higher level 

but recognized serious military power. China despite political rethoric rejecting 
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idea of hegemony in fact is going to be a hegemon. The President Xi Jinping (in 

his speech in Berlin) has calmed Asian public opinion, alarmed with development 

of Chinese army (three weeks earlier Chinese government announced increase of 

 

economy. China manages better as the Soviet Union with economic problems. 

This state did not pretended, as the Soviet Union did, to the role of a hegemon. 

China well understood, that the arms race in not well developed country will 

cause real collapse. All undertaken reforms slowly made a country better prepared 

to the present global position. At that time China reserved for itself a position 

of leader of the Third World launching doctrine of the “World’s Town and the 

World than most of highly developed countries. Chinese leaders have been aware, 

that people do not live only with ideology and therefore such impressive prog

grammes of Deng Xiaoping, allowed to give enormous upswing to the Chinese 

economy, and later to formulate idea of a Chinese Dream. This upswing based 

on the economy of scale, however not free market economy, brought effect of an 

economy not only being importers but as suppliers of the raw materials to the 

huge Chinese manufacturing industry. Previously Chinese goods were a symbol 

of cheap and weak products. Nowadays customers noticed, that it is a wrong 

despite of critics that the workers in China do not have not only decent salaries 

but as well conditions of work are very hard, locate own production to be more 

competitive. The World with a surprise observed, that Chinese government did not 

reject opinions on heavy job conditions including environmental problems, and what 

 

society.

Interesting analysis has been made by Kenneth Rapoza. He listed 10 the most 

depended countries of Chinese economy, and to our surprise only one on the list 



No. Country Size of dependence

10.

 

8.

single biggest foreign market for made in Brazil.  

6.  

 

–

2. Taiwan (EWT –  

of its economic output are dependent on China

1.  

market is the U.S.A. American administration created a lot of barriers for imports 

from China and that’s why Chinese capital is investing to manufacture inside the 

and politicians draw the attention to the problem as it has been reported to the 

realised by the dethronement U.S.A. in foreign trade (without services) achieving 

a global scale. The Chinese economy accounts still a half of American value and 

has no one real own Chinese Brand to be recognizable. Anyway it is already 

 A patience to achieve own 
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goals is a virtue of Chinese people. It is admirably to compare this with a lack of 

patiency among European politicians.

Taking into account leadership there are different reasons to be recognized 

how it could be assessed, China is a leader of the BRICS group. The leader that 

wants to be in a shadow but everyone feels its leadership. Slowly, but remarkably, 

into sight signs of growing hegemonizm, power policy and neointerventions as 

position within international community China inspired creation, and realized this 

the World Bank.

Bearing in mind already made remarks it will be a mistake do not draw 

hegemony and power policy in all its forms, it does not make any interven

all actions to “maintain sovereignty of China, security and development of own 

to say what the country is. A hegemony always causes recognition it by others. 

It is a slowly process from leadership, dominant position and in a natural way 

reaches a role of hegemon. It is obvious, that Chinese leaders are fully aware of 

wing Kotkin’s remark, that “The geopolitical environment, meanwhile, has become 

only more challenging over time, with continuing U.S. global supremacy and the 

country of China and it determines bilateral relations. What more Russia lost its 
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in line with the purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter. It upholds 

. Emphasizing background of 

the Belt and Road Initiative “China is committed to shouldering more responsi

bilities and obligations within its capabilities, and making greater contribution to 

 leadership and adapting it to the challenges of our times remain indispensable. U.S. 

 In a diplomatic sense it sounds rather 

Secondly, at the beginning of XXIst

 is. So such carefull change 

 

 

China Eclipses U.S. as Biggest Trading Nation, .
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authorization, Beijing.


